
 

 

 ATTENTION FILMMAKERS AND CONTENT-CREATORS!!

The MMFX Migrations Mobile Special Makeup Effects Studio is 

ready to rock-and-roll on your next film, TV, and media project! 

Recent MMFX Projects 

FROM THE MONSTER MAKEUP FX MIGRATIONS 

MOBILE SPECIAL FX MAKEUP STUDIO WE CAN: 

 Deploy individual special FX makeup artists or make-
up artist teams from our location to your location 
with makeup kits for on-site filming. 

 Bring our mobile FX makeup studio to an actors' 
home or location for easy & comfortable on-site 
lifecasting.  

 Bring our to whole mobile studio to your filming loca-
tion to serve as an on-site makeup effects trailer! 

 Design and fabricate spe-
cial effects prosthetics and 
other custom pieces and 
send them to you. 

MONSTERMAKEUPFX.COM | @MMFXMigrations on Instagram and Twitter 

CHECK US OUT!!  

 of Make-up Artist Magazine! 

Monster Makeup FX™ is featured 

in the “Martini Shot”  



Monster Makeup FX™ creates special 

makeup effects characters, creatures, 

monsters, and MORE for films, TV 

shows, commercials, live events, and 

ad campaigns for clients like WD-40® 

and Famous Grouse Whisky®. 

We also provide injury and casualty 

simulation special FX for media pro-

ductions and first-responder training! 

 

 

 

Who We Are 

What We Do 

Joshua Adams and Midian Crosby are married professional special FX 
and special makeup effects artists and film experts. We’ve worked on 
30 feature films and we founded our studio, Monster Makeup FX™ 
in 2010.  

OTHER RECENT CLIENTS 

Or Click 

Monster Makeup FX™ and the Monster Makeup FX 

Migrations Mobile Special Effects Makeup Studio 

CONNECT WITH US 

TODAY! 

LET’S MAKE SOME 

MOVIE MAGIC! 

720-432-7739 

M O N S T E R M A K E U P F X . C O M  

 

 

Practical Special FX and Special Makeup Effects for films, TV shows, 
commercials, music videos, theater, and live events. We do sculpting, 
molding, casting, and lifecasting. We also create privately commis-
sioned artistic projects like custom masks, props, and display pieces. 

We’ve done design & prototyping for the United States Armed Forces 
and we create casualty & injury simulation makeup effects for military, 
law enforcement, and first-responder training simulations & exercises. 

(On-Location in Las Vegas, NV) 

(On-Location in Malibu, CA.) 


